Electric Operative Motor

AEU-5000

ADVANCING DENTAL TECHNOLOGY
Electric Operative Motor

The **AEU-5000** is designed to convert a standard air delivery system to a powerful electrical handpiece system for a multitude of dental applications. Features include a compact and easy-to-clean console, an intuitive user interface, and a 40k rpm brushless autoclavable micromotor. Our innovative LED technology produces the brightest handpiece illumination in the industry! The large display is backlit for easy viewing.

**Just Attach to Your Air Highspeed!**

**Adjustable Mounting Bracket**
- Easily mount AEU-5000 console under a counter
- Viewing angle adjustable by 20°

Adjustable Mounting Bracket .......................... 330569

**Recommended Handpieces**

1:5 Highspeed w/ Fiber Optics ........... AHP-72MBFO-XL
1:2 Surgical ........................................ AHP-77D
1:1 Standard w/ Fiber Optics .......... AHP-63MBFO-XL
1:1 Standard ...................................... AHP-64
1:1 Straight ......................................... AHP-101
5:1 Reducer w/ Fiber Optics .......... AHP-56MBFO-XL
8:1 Micro-head Push Button for Endo .. AHP-88MNP

**AEU-5000**
- Fiber optic intensity adjustment
- Endo functionality
- Digital torque control
- 40k rpm autoclavable micromotor
- Compatible with E-type handpieces for highspeed, lows speed, Endo, and a variety of other dental applications
  - Highspeed 1:5, 1:2
  - Standard 1:1
  - Reduction 5:1, 8:1
- Enable or disable any of the above handpiece ratios so that only user-desired handpieces are selectable on the display. No other electric operative motor allows this level of customization!
- Air/water irrigation through the micromotor and 1:5 increaser, 1:1 and 5:1 reduction handpieces
- Five programmable presets per handpiece ratio
- Attach to any Midwest 4-hole air connection; uses your rheostat for operation
- Manufactured in the USA